THIS SOUND
CHANGES
EVERYTHING

FROM THIS MOMENT,
ALL OTHER HEARING
AIDS WILL BE COMPARED
TO THIS ONE
WIDEX MOMENT™ addresses one of the great unsolved challenges
facing the hearing aid industry: how to overcome the delay-based distortion that leaves many listeners with an artificial, dissatisfying
and demotivating hearing experience.

FINALLY, A BREAKTHROUGH EVERYONE CAN HEAR
Are you tired of hearing about ‘revolutions’ in the hearing aid industry
that no one can actually hear? We certainly are. That’s why we made
sure that ZeroDelay™ Technology, and the Widex PureSound™ it
delivers, will make a genuine difference to the hearing experiences
of real users in real life.
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It features ZeroDelay™ Technology, an entirely new and revolutionary
way to handle sound, which processes the sound signal faster than any
other digital hearing aid – eradicating delay-based artefacts.

THE FASTEST
SOUND PROCESSING
IN THE BUSINESS
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In order to achieve the record-breaking
processing speed of Widex PureSound™
– and still ensure that users and hearing care
professionals alike had access to the same level
of customization, control and connectivity you’d
expect from a Widex hearing aid – we had to
rethink the architecture of the platform.
We have completely redesigned the signal
pathways and added several core elements at
the heart of the WIDEX MOMENT™ platform:
The Personal Gain Integrator is the core of
the WIDEX MOMENT™ processor. It integrates
all parameters and inputs regarding the
individualized acoustics obtained during fitting
via TruAcoustics™. All analysis inputs from
the Dual Speed Compressor, the InterEar
Feedback Canceller, speech and noise
algorithms, the Fluid Sound Analyzer and the
adaptive directional system are combined in
the Personal Gain Integrator with the extensive
personalization data to ensure the best sound
in all environments.

The ZeroDelay™ Pathway is an additional,
industry-changing, ultra-fast signal pathway.
This technology reduces the processing delay
between microphone and receiver to below
0.5 milliseconds – crushing industry standards.
The ZeroDelay™ Engine combines the input
from all key components into one pure, seamless sound experience, including the Dual-mic
Input Control which ensures the optimal use of
the input from the dual microphone array, the
ZeroDelay™ Accelerator and Amplifier. This
part of the processor ensures a complete, pure
and personalized sound, and the most impressive hearing platform in the industry.

NATURAL SOUND
POWERED BY
ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE
Widex strives to deliver truly natural sound to all, no matter
who they are or what they want to hear. In order to deliver
sound as individual as this, we have created the world’s first
and only artificially intelligent hearing aid – one that can learn
how an individual user wants to hear in the moment and update
their sound experience.
The Widex AI engine analyses user preferences gathered
via the SoundSense Learn app and quickly presents the
tailor-made sound the user is looking for. To date, SoundSense
Learn has created almost one million personal sound solutions
for users around the world – each one making our AI-engine
more efficient than ever and leading to better fitting in the
clinic. This is because users can now share this valuable data
with their audiologist – giving them an invaluable glimpse into
the hearing experiences of users in real life.

MORE CONTROL WITH SOUNDSENSE LEARN
SoundSense Learn effortlessly guides users towards a better, more
personalised sound. With just a few taps in the WIDEX MOMENT™
smartphone app*, users can now share the preferences that make their
hearing sound more natural in the moments that matter most to them.
With the WIDEX MOMENT™ App, SoundSense Learn has an intuitive
interface for a more effortless way to get the best sound.
MORE UNDERSTANDING WITH REAL-LIFE INSIGHTS
With Real-Life Insights, every user can now securely share the valuable
data they generate when they create personal programs with their
audiologist in real time. This extended view into real life through the ears
and preferences of your clients means you get an unprecedented insight
into how they want to hear in every unique hearing situation. Real-Life
Insights can empower the hearing care professionals with actionable data
about their customers: their sound preferences and the situations where
personal listening preferences drive better personal hearing solutions.

SOUNDSENSE LEARN

WIDEX REMOTE
CARE™
REAL-LIFE INSIGHTS

MORE ACCESS WITH WIDEX REMOTE CARE™
Empowering hearing care professionals is also about being able to reach
your customers wherever they are with the full power of your fitting
and fine-tuning toolbox. WIDEX REMOTE CARE™ allows hearing care
professionals to connect with their clients and fine-tune their hearing
aids remotely without compromise. And because all the data shared via
Real-Life Insights is also available via WIDEX REMOTE CARE™, you can
provide recommendations for your clients based on their actual hearing
challenges, wherever they are in the world.

* The WIDEX MOMENT™ app works with the following WIDEX MOMENT™ models: mRIC R D and RIC 312 D.
All other models use our our Widex TONELINK app for control of key functions.

THE WIDEX MOMENT™ APPS
With WIDEX MOMENT™, users have the option
to fully control their hearing aid using the
WIDEX MOMENT™ app on their Apple or
Android smartphone*. In addition to many
other controls, it’s how they access the power
of SoundSense Learn.
Rigorous testing has verified that the app is
easy and intuitive, and a 'dark mode' ensures
discreet use.

In-app help

Menu
Reset sound

Reset sound

Frequency volume

More options
(for non-sound
adjustments)

In-app help

Save changes as
personal program
Change sound
directional focus

Mute, volume and
equalizer controls

Change or
select program

General sound
adjustments
Select program

Mute volume and
volume controls

Home, SoundSense
Learn and Menu

WIDEX MOMENT™ App

WIDEX TONELINK™ App

PREPARED FOR A WORLD OF STREAMING
We believe a hearing aid shouldn’t just be built for the demands of today but should be prepared for the
needs of tomorrow. That’s why we’ve upgraded the Bluetooth connectivity in WIDEX MOMENT™
to ensure that it’s prepared to handle streaming from more devices than ever before.
* T
 he WIDEX MOMENT™ app works with the following WIDEX
MOMENT™ models: mRIC R D and RIC 312 D.
All other models use the WIDEX TONELINK™ app for control
of key functions.
** Future compatibility with WIDEX MOMENT™

The new BT 2.4 GHz-radio chip used in WIDEX MOMENT™ not only allows the highest quality
streaming from iOS and DEX accessories but is also prepared for future connections to
Android devices and our WIDEX TV PLAY™** system.

NEVER MISS A MOMENT WITH
THE SMALLEST RECHARGEABLE
HEARING AID ON THE MARKET
INCREDIBLY POWERFUL. IMPRESSIVELY DISCREET
As well as being available in multiple RIC and custom styles, we’ve
managed to fit all the amazing benefits of the WIDEX MOMENT™
platform into the smallest rechargeable lithium-ion receiver-in-canal
hearing aid on the market. With the WIDEX MOMENT™ mRIC R D, your
users can rest easy knowing they’ll always have the power they need
in an inconspicuous hearing solution, and they’ll never have to struggle
with hearing aid batteries again.

Convenient, wireless charging and intuitive
operation. Handy, portable size

EASY TO PLUG IN. IMPOSSIBLE TO MISS OUT.
The Widex mRIC Charger is compact and beautifully designed with a
lightweight brushed anodised aluminium casing. It uses wireless power
transfer charging, which means no contacts to keep clean and no
misalignment problems – just effortless, intuitive charging.
It’s small enough to take anywhere and simple enough to fit seamlessly
into any user’s life. Simply flip open the cover and drop the hearing aids
into the charging wells for them to start charging. A full 4-hour charge
gives users between 16 and 20 hours of use depending on streaming
time*. But if needed, a 30-minute charge can deliver 4 hours of listening
in urgent situations.

LED light indicators enable users to monitor
charging progress – and never miss a moment

USB connector (provided)
fits users’ existing devices

Hinged cover prevents
ingress of dust/debris
for reliable performance

* Expected operating time – depends on use pattern, hearing loss, sound
environment, battery age and use of DEX connections.

WHY WIDEX MOMENT™ IS
RIGHT FOR YOUR CLIENTS
To help your clients hear their best, WIDEX
MOMENT™ features exclusive Sound Class
Technology that automatically adapts the
hearing aid to your client's specific listening

PERFORMANCE LEVEL/
BENEFIT

WIDEX MOMENT™ 440

WIDEX MOMENT™ 330

WIDEX MOMENT™ 220

WIDEX MOMENT™ 110

SOCIAL

requirements. Without pushing any buttons,
WIDEX MOMENT™ ensures optimal clarity,
comfort and audibility in each different situation.

MUSIC
–

QUIET
Classical or
contemporary

–

PARTY
with speech

–

TRANSPORT
with speech

–

with speech

URBAN
–

with speech

Direct Bluetooth
streaming
Stream sound directly
from Apple or Android
devices*

Easy to control
Intuitive app and
Artificial Intelligence
guide you to the best
sound

WIDEX
REMOTE CARE™
Enables fitting and
fine-tuning at any
location the client
requests

Real-Life
Insights
Facilitates counselling
by providing access to
the clients' personal
programs

WIDEX MOMENT™ 440

YES

YES

YES

YES

WIDEX MOMENT™ 330

YES

YES

YES

YES

WIDEX MOMENT™ 220

YES

YES

YES

YES

WIDEX MOMENT™ 110

YES **

YES **

YES

YES

PERFORMANCE LEVEL/
BENEFIT

Improved speech
understanding
Get accentuated speech
and reduced noise from
the surroundings

Wind noise
reduction
Hear clearly even when
it’s windy

Natural sound
experience
Choose between
the renowned Widex
sound or the new
Widex PureSound™

Automatic sound
adjustment
No need to adjust the
hearing aid in every
situation

* Prepared for future connections with Android (ASHA)

** Doesn’t include SoundSense Learn

PERFORMANCE & FEATURES
WIDEX MOMENT™ 440

WIDEX MOMENT™ 330

COLOUR RANGE
BTE models – 13 colours

WIDEX MOMENT™ 220

WIDEX MOMENT™ 110

AUDIBILITY/LISTENING IN QUIET
Widex PureSound™ with ZeroDelay™ Technology
TruAcoustics™ with Personal Gain Integrator
Variable Speed Compression

(IE)

Tech Black
(118)

Golden Brown
(120)

Deep Blue
(136)

Titanium Grey
(121)

Honey Blonde
(114)

Sporty Red
(076)

Silver Grey
(119)

Autumn Beige
(123)

Mediterranean
Turquoise
(078)

Dark Cherry
(116)

Pearl White
(068)

Shocking Pink
(077)

(IE)

Digital Pinna

—

—

Enhanced Dynamic Range Compression
Fitting rationale options

WFR/NAL/ DSL

WFR/NAL/ DSL

WFR/NAL/ DSL

WFR/NAL/ DSL

15 ch

12 ch

10 ch

Broadband

—

—

Via MOMENT App

Via MOMENT App

Via MOMENT App

—

—

—

3

LISTENING IN NOISE
True-Input Technology
High Definition Locator

(RT/IE)

Speech Enhancher

(IE)

Noise Reduction
Soft Level Noise Reduction
Directional Focus

Via MOMENT App

Impact Program
USER COMFORT
Preference Control
Fluid Sound Analyser (sound classes)
Multi-directional Active Feedback Cancelling

11 (IE)

7 (IE)

4

IE

IE

IE
—

TruSound Softener
TruSound AOC
Hammer Detector
SMARTWIND MANAGER™/Wind Noise Attenuation

—

—

—
Chestnut
Brown
(115)

ITE models – 3 coloursLight

Beige
(025)

Clay Brown
(028)

Dark Brown
(107)

COMPLETE DEX
CONNECTIVITY
With WIDEX MOMENT™, connectivity isn’t limited to our
apps. Our range of DEX communication solutions keeps
users connected to a world of sound.

COM-DEX
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

True hands-free communication
Compatible with most mobile phones
Streams audio from most Bluetooth devices
Available in three stylish colors
8 hours of streaming time
8 days of standby/control time*
Comfortable fabric neck loop
Controls your hearing aids via COM-DEX app

*12 hours per day

STYLISH AND STABLE TV STREAMING
WITH WIDEX TV PLAY™**

RC-DEX

COM-DEX REMOTE MIC

•
•
•
•

Program toggle
Volume up/down
Keyring attachment
Approximately 12 months of
battery life
• Lock switch

• Connects wirelessly via COM-DEX to all
Widex wireless hearing aids
• Convenient steel clip for easy attaching
• Mute/unmute microphone directly on the
COM-DEX Remote Mic button
• Microphone can also be controlled using the
COM-DEX app
• Up to 8 hours of streaming time

WIDEX MOMENT™ mRIC R D and RIC 312 D (2.4 GHz) hearing aids are future
compatible for use with WIDEX TV PLAY™, the most versatile, stable and
straightforward sound-streaming solution yet.

TV-DEX

FM+DEX

• High-quality audio
• Ultra-low delay Echo-Free™
• Inputs for both TV and hi-fi
systems
• Room Off feature
• 10 hours of non-stop capacity
• Rechargeable using the
TV-Base

• A flexible device for
FM streaming, line-in
and telecoil
• Small and easy to handle
• Antenna range up to
30 metres
• 10 hours of battery capacity

• Maximum streaming stability lets users move freely around the room without
missing a second of the outstanding stereo TV sound that
TV PLAY™ delivers
• An elegant and versatile TV sound-streaming solution, TV PLAY™
integrates nicely with modern décor and can be placed in front of the
TV or attached to the back
• Intuitive to install and seamless to pair, users can easily customise their
listening experience with the app and enjoy their favourite TV moments
You can control TV PLAY™ with the button on your hearing aid, your RC-DEX
or the WIDEX MOMENT™ app.
** Future compatibility with WIDEX MOMENT™
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